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Abstract 

 

Sparse representation of signals has been subject of many advances during recent years especially in the field of 
applied physics. The problem is to search for the most compact representation of signals in terms of linear 
combinations of elementary waveforms in an over-complete dictionary. The underlying hypothesis in most of 
sparse representation problems is that if one can associate a sparse representation to a given signal, its structure 
reveals information directly linked to the physical nature of the addressed problem. From this point of view it has 
been shown that sparse representation problems have closed connexions with inverse problems and source 
separation problems. In this contribution, an application of sparse representation techniques to identify damage 
mechanisms from Acoustic Emission (AE) signals is presented. The sparse representation is which is based on 
the continues wavelet transform. All experiments concern investigations realized on glass fibre reinforced 
polymer composites (GFRP). 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) composite materials have grown an increasing interest 
in industry because of their superior weight to strength ratio and rigidity. However, various 
damage mechanisms may appear during use of these materials. Acoustic emission (AE) 
technique is one of several diagnostic techniques developed to monitor defect formation and 
failure in composite structures. AE can be generated during the failure process of materials 
produced by spontaneous release of localized strain energy in stressed materials. This energy 
can be recorded by transducers which are put on the materials’ surface and analyzed to study 
the involved failure mechanisms. Identification of damage mechanisms was the object of 
many researches in literature. The main subject is to establish a tool for classification by 
exploiting parameters extracted from AE signals. In some works, distributions of AE signals’ 
amplitudes are analyzed to correlate AE sources with failure modes [1,2]. Efforts were 
conducted to classify AE sources using statistical methods based on the use of several 
parameters such as counts, rise time, energy, etc. In this way, statistical supervised and/or 
unsupervised methods were proposed to identify damage mechanisms during calibrated 
mechanical tests [3,4,5]. Recent studies are addressed  to analyse  and discriminate AE events 
by using the frequency content of AE signals. These works considered that frequency of AE 
signal presents a significant parameter for the identification of different types of damage. In 
references [6,7,8], a frequency analysis was performed by the mean of the Fast Fourier 
Transform. Failure modes are correlated with primary frequency content of signals. Some 
studies used a wavelet-based signal processing technique to attribute a damage mechanism to 
the received stress waves [9,10,11], with this technique the AE are analysed in both the time 
and the frequency domains. In present work, a signal processing technique based on 
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is investigated to introduce a new approach for 
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clustering AE events in composite materials. Experiments were performed on model 
specimens of GFRP composite in order to generate specific damage modes. Waveforms are 
determined for each damage mechanism while selecting the wavelet coefficients. Entropy 
criterion was used to extract waveforms basis which are used to establish specific dictionaries. 
Based on results found in literature [12,13], the following hypotheses were taken into 
account: The quasi-static tensile test, applied to pure resin samples, allows us to generate only 
one damage mechanism, which is the matrix cracking. Each AE signal collected during quasi-
static tensile tests of 90° unidirectional composite samples could not be ascribed to fiber 
breakage, it should be associated to matrix cracking or fibre-matrix debonding. The feasibility 
to distinguish the matrix micro-cracking and fiber-matrix debonding mechanisms occurring in 
unidirectional (GFRP) plates was performed in this study.  
 
 
2.  Dictionary for damage characterization  

 
In order to characterize the damage mechanisms in glass-epoxy composites a new process was 
introduced.  The basic idea is to create a dictionary for each damage failure and apply it to 
automatic classification of the AE signals recorded from stressed composites. Each dictionary 
should exhibit the mechanism damage in the form of elementary functions called atoms. For 
the AE signal classification, we project the AE signal (Figure 1) onto each dictionary, as a 
result we find the vectors (S2). Therefore, the damage mechanism should be related to 
dictionary which produces superior energy of projected signals. The main challenge for this 
purpose is to find a set of atoms which can represent significantly each class of AE signals. 
Due to the time-varying nature of AE signals, time-frequency atoms are employed to establish 
the dictionaries. These atoms should synthesis sufficiently the AE signal energy related to 
corresponding class.  

Figure 1: Dictionary and principle of damage mechanism characterization. 
 

The methodology proposed to establish dictionaries is shown in Figure. 2. One of the 
important steps of dictionary construction is to achieve the sparse representation of AE signal. 
Signals are described by sparse linear combinations of the wavelet atoms. The number of 
atoms to represent AE signals is much lower than that of wavelets basis resulting in sparse AE 
representation. These atoms are chosen to best synthesis the AE signals. There are four main 
steps in the construction of dictionaries. The first step is to accumulate a set of AE signals 
corresponding to specific mechanism damage. Then we decompose AE signals into a set of 
time-frequency functions (wavelets) and we calculate the wavelet coefficients. The 
decomposition will be achieved by using the wavelet analysis. In this step the pass-band filter 
will be performed in order to improve the signal to noise ratio therefore optimizing the 
dictionary. Third, we use the entropy criterion to provide selection of most significant wavelet 
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coefficients for each signal. Finally, we calculate the average of wavelet coefficients for 
signals cluster, then we determine the associated wavelet functions which constitute the 
dictionary.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Schematic explanation of the methodology proposed to establish a dictionary of 
each damage mechanism. 

 
3. Experimentation 
 
3.1 Composite materials 

 

Composites made of glass fiber and epoxy matrix were manufactured by using the procedure 
of manual lay-up with compression moulding at room temperature. The Stacking sequence is 
45° and 90°. Composites are parallelepiped shapes having dimensions 20 x 250 x 3 mm3. For 
the resin, sample moulds of aluminum were manufactured in dumbbell shape whose 
dimensions were fixed according to standards NF and have 150 mm length (Fig 3). 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Photograph of (a) unidirectional Composite specimens and (b) resin specimen. 
 

 

3.2 Tensile test and signal acquisition 

 

Quasi-static tensile tests were performed on composite specimens at room temperature using 
an Instron loading machine with the load cell capacity of 100 KN. The rate of displacement of 
the machine crosshead was 0.5 mm/min. Tests were performed in the same conditions to 
ensure consistency of results. In this study, a two-channel data acquisition system, Euro 
Physical Acoustics (EPA) corporation, was used to record AE data. AE signals were detected 
by using two broadband piezoelectric sensors (EPA micro 80) with 100kHz-1MHz 
bandwidth. Transition of acoustic energy between the transducer and the samples is achieved 
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by using silicone grease. AE signals are conditioned and amplified at 40 dB using a 
preamplifier (EPA 1220 A) operating in the frequency range 100kHz-1MHz. Preliminary 
measurements allowed determining the following acquisition parameters: PDT = 50 µs; HDT 
= 100 µs; HLT= 400 µs. Sampling rate was fixed at 5 MHz by taking 5021 points. Depending 
on the performed experiment, the threshold was fixed from 29 dB to 42 dB. 

     
4. Wavelet-based acoustic emission analysis  
 
At first, a pass-band filter ranging from 50 kHz to 1.5 MHz was applied to AE data using 
continuous wavelet transform.  This filter contributes to increase the signal-to-noise ratio thus 
improves AE analysis as well as optimize dictionaries. CWT was used to analyse AE signals 
in term of time-frequency content. The analysis of AE signals obtained on the tested resin 
samples allow us to identify two typical models which correspond to the majority of AE hits. 
As shown in  Figure 4, for the first signal (A = 41 dB ), it can be seen that energy is 
concentrated in frequency range from 260 kHz to 320 kHz, this signal is related to matrix 
micro-cracking mechanism. For the second (A = 40 dB), energy is localized in the frequency 
range 80-100 kHz. For tests on unidirectional composite specimens 90° and 45° typical model 
of AE events is shown in Fig 5. It can be observed that frequency content can reach a value of 
1 MHz. This kind of signal does not appear in resin tests, it should be associated to matrix-
fiber debonding damage. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, for 90° UD-GFRP samples, only 
debonding and matrix cracking mechanisms can be generated.  
 
 
                                          (a)                                                                (b) 

                   
      (c)                                                                (d) 

                   
                 
Figure 4: Time-amplitude representation (a, c) and Time-frequency content (b, d) of typical  
AE signals recorded from resin test. The two signals are related to matrix cracking 
mechanism. 
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Figure 5: Time-amplitude  representation (left)  and time-frequency content (right) of typical 
AE signal recorded from unidirectional composite specimens test. The signal is related to 
interfacial damage. 
 
 
Two specific dictionaries for two mechanisms damage were established using the procedure 
mentioned above (cf Fig. 2). In fact, the reconstruction of AE signal using CWT was the 
important step in dictionaries construction. The AE signal was decomposed into the time-
frequency domain by using the CWT while the wavelet coefficients were calculated. The 
challenge for this step was to select the suitable wavelets providing the best reconstruction of 
each AE signal. We can view this problem as finding a sparse representation [18,19,20] of AE 
signal, that is a combination of small number of elementary functions presented by a wavelets 
packet. These wavelets were generated from the Morlet mother wavelet by dilatation and shift 
operations. This latter is defined by the envelope factor z0 which controls the number of 
oscillations in the wave packet. One mother wavelet gives one wavelet family derived from it.         
 
 The inverse continuous wavelet transform ICWT consist to reconstruct the AE signal 
by using one wavelet family. It was found that the efficient reconstruction depends on the 
envelop of mother Morlet wavelet (number of oscillation) which should adapt to AE 
waveform. In our work we resolve this problem by using five mother wavelets to select the 
suitable set wavelets giving a good decomposition of AE signals. This method was started by 
the application of  ICWT to AE signal using one wavelet family, then we conducted the same 
way for each signal residue by using other mother wavelets. 
 
 The result of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the reconstructed signal and 
error of reconstruction for two typical waveforms are illustrated. For the waveform above, 
94% of original signal was reconstructed by using one mother wavelet.  On the other hand, 
the signal was roughly completely reconstructed (99.99 %) by using five mother wavelets.  
For the waveform below, the use of one mother wavelet lead to reconstruct 86% of original 
signal however 99.30 % of original signal was reconstructed by using five mother wavelets. 
These results confirm the improvement of reconstruction signal by the implementation of 
procedure described above. In order to determine the waveforms which constitute the basis 
related to matrix cracking mechanism, the average of the wavelet coefficients modulus was 
calculated for 109 signals acquired during 4 tests applied to the pure resin. Calculation of 
theoretical dimension gives most significant waveforms, by which the synthesis of each signal 
associated to matrix cracking could reproduce the maximum of signal energy. As a result, 799 
wavelets were selected from 177x1000 wavelets. The same way was implemented to 
determine the waveforms corresponding to fiber matrix debonding (FMD) mechanism. 300 
signals associated to FMD mechanism specimens were used to establish FMD dictionary. As 
a result, 588 wavelets were selected from 177x1000 wavelets.  



 

 
Figure 6: Reconstruction of typical AE signals: (a) reconstruction by using one mother 
wavelet, (b) reconstruction by using five mother wavelets 
 
 

 
  

 
 

Figure 7: Projection on the MMC and FMD dictionaries, (a, b) Typical waveform for fiber 
matrix debonding mechanism, (c, d) Typical waveform for matrix micro-cracking mechanism. 

 



After establishing the matrix cracking (MC) and FMD dictionaries, we compare AE signals' 
energies before and after projection on both MC and FMD dictionaries. Projections were 
realized by reconstruction of AE signals using both wavelet coefficients related to each 
dictionary and original wavelet coefficients. Results presented in Fig. 7 illustrate comparison 
between original and projected signals on both MC and FMD dictionaries. The projection was 
examined for two typical waveforms recorded from test on 45° unidirectional composite. For 
the two first signals we note that projection on FMD dictionary produce waveform with 
significant energy compared to the projection on MC dictionary .Therefore these signals 
should be related to FMD mechanism. For signals in Fig. 7 the percentage of energy 
reconstruction resulting from projection on MC dictionary is more important compared to that 
resulting from projection on FMD dictionary. This result demonstrates that the two signals 
should be associated to MC mechanism damage. 
 
 
5. Conclusion  

 
In this work a methodology was presented in order to discriminate damage mechanisms in 
fiber reinforced composite materials. The procedure consists in creating a waveform 
dictionary for each damage mode mechanism. Experiments were conducted on model 
specimens in order to isolate and identify the dominant damage mechanisms. The pure resin 
allowed to generate only matrix cracking mechanisms, so tests on 90° and 45° unidirectional 
composites produced matrix cracking and matrix-fiber debonding mechanisms. Two specific 
dictionaries were established by using signals acquired from tests on pure resin and 90° 

composites: the MC and MFD dictionaries.  First it was necessary to filter the AE signals by 
using wavelet transform in order to increase the signal to noise ratio thus optimizing the 
waveforms dictionary. Continuous Wavelet transform associated to the entropy criterion was 
used to determine the wavelet vectors by which the dictionaries were made. The dictionaries 
were examined for typical signals acquired from test on 45° composite. AE signals were 
projected on both dictionary and were related to dictionary which produces the more 
important energy. Results from this study revealed the effectiveness of the proposed method 
to distinguish AE waveforms. The creation of new dictionaries describing other damage 
mechanisms (ex. delamination), in order to make automatic classification of damages 
possible, is also under consideration. 
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